ARPAL WORKSHOPS
REPORT YEARS 2011-2016
BARCELONA
Pilot Test of training Volunteers about Aluminium Packaging Recycling in Abat Oliva CEU university in Barcelona. 12 students of Education. They did workshops with kids in Centro Abierto de Fundación Trinjove (80 kids).

MALAGA
2 workshops in 42 schools in Málaga with the support of the Departamento de Educación (regional government). Attendance of the directors of schools, teachers and some students (in total more than 100 people).
YEAR 2012

● BARCELONA
Pilot Test of training Volunteers about Aluminium Packaging Recycling in Abat Oliba CEU university in Barcelona. 12 students of Education. They did workshops with kids in Centro Abierto de Fundación Trinjove (80 kids).

● CÁDIZ
With our partner Equa (promoting social and laboral inclusion of people with mental handicap) and University of Cádiz 1st promotion of volunteers (20), 14 from University and 6 from Equa. 21 workshops in 10 schools with 525 attenders.

● MADRID
Summer camps. 5 monitors and workshops to 400 kids (in collaboration with Paisaje Limpio).
BARCELONA
2nd promotion of volunteers in Abat Oliba CEU Barcelona. 15 students of Education that did 10 workshops (350 kids) in Centro Abierto Fundación Trinijove, centers of Sant Marti District and other schools. Workshop also in school La Salle Bonanova the day of Open Doors with 75 kids.

CÁDIZ
2nd promotion of volunteers (12), 6 from University of Cádiz and 6 from Equa. They did 26 workshops in 9 schools with 650 kids attending.

CASTILLA-LEÓN
We work with our partners Arte en Lata. We trained 2 persons and they work in the following cities: Avila, Segovia, Salamanca, Valladolid, Talavera de la Reina (Toledo) and Guadarrama (Madrid).
- Workshops with kids: 37 (671 kids attended)
- Workshops with adults (associations, fairs, etc.): 5 (90 people attended).

MADRID
1st promotion of volunteers. 15 students of Education.

MALAGA
Training to 30 schools (directors, teachers and some students) with the collaboration of Departamento de Educación (regional government). 80 people attended.
YEAR 2014

BARCELONA
- 3rd promotion of volunteers in Abat Oliba CEU university. 13 students of Education that did workshops in schools (10), summer camps and social centers to around 1000 kids.
- Fundació Escola Llor: training to 20 teachers of all levels of Education (from kindergarten to secondary school).
- Hilton Hotel Forum: training to 50 people from the staff (all levels).
- Centro Internacional de Convenciones de Barcelona (Congress Center): training of 100 people of the staff of all levels.

CÁDIZ
3rd promotion of volunteers (12), 6 from University of Cadiz and 6 from Equa. 32 workshops in 11 schools with 800 kids attending.

CASTILLA-LEÓN
We work with our partner Arte en Lata. We trained 2 persons and they work in the following cities: Avila, Segovia, Salamanca, Valladolid, Talavera de la Reina (Toledo) and Guadarrama (Madrid).
- Workshops with kids: 68 (1733 kids attended).
- Workshops with adults: 17 (489 people attended).
- Workshops with monitors: 21 (419 monitors attended).

MADRID
Ecoembes: training to 30 people from all levels in Ecoembes

MALAGA
Training to 16 teachers of 12 schools (primary and secondary education).
YEAR 2015

**BARCELONA**

4th promotion of volunteers in Abat Oliba CEU university with 14 students of Education. They did workshops and activities in Centro Abierto Fundación Trinjove (100 kids), Open Doors Day in their University (around 500 people), in schools of Centro de Sant Martí (with the collaboration of Barcelona Forum District, around 120 kids) and animation activities in an exhibition of Dakar vehicles (50 kids).

**CASTILLA-LEÓN**

We work with our partner Arte en Lata. We trained 2 persons and they work in the following cities: Avila, Segovia, Salamanca, Valladolid, Talavera de la Reina (Toledo) and Guadarrama (Madrid).
- Workshops with kids: 148 (5540 kids attended).
- Workshops with adults: 12 (283 people attended).
- Workshops with monitors: 33 (623 monitors attended).
- Workshops with teachers: 2 (60 teachers attended).
- Workshops in companies:
  - Zoo de las Aves: 8 people attended.
  - Urbanización Segovia: 14 people attended.
  - Centro Congresos Fray Luis de León: 16 people attended.

**CÁDIZ**

4th promotion of volunteers (13), 6 from University of Cádiz and 7 from Equa. They did 34 workshops in 13 schools with 850 kids attending.
ANDALUCÍA (CÁDIZ AND MÁLAGA)
5th promotion of volunteers (15), 5 from University of Cádiz and 10 from Equa. They did 34 workshops in 15 schools with 850 kids attending.
In Cádiz we also organized a graffiti workshop with 3 monitors and 18 participants, street animations with 3 monitors and 8 participants and a theater play with 3 monitors and 23 participants. Around 230 people attended to these events.
In Málaga 80 schools have attended to our conferences in previous years and do activities about aluminium packaging recycling.

CATALUÑA (BARCELONA)
5th promotion of volunteers in Abat Oliba CEU university with 3 students of Education. They did workshops and activities in Centro abierto Fundación Trinijove (100 kids), Day of Hotels Marriot (60 kids) and animation activities in and CSIV international program (40 kids).

MALLORCA
We have trained 4 people about aluminium packaging recycling, 2 from TIRME and 2 monitors about environment. The 2 monitors work with all the schools in the island and the 2 people from TIRME are in charge of the visits (schools and adults) to the recycling plant and attend to more than 10.000 people per year.

CASTILLA –LEÓN AND MADRID
We work with our partner Arte en Lata. We trained 2 persons and they work in the following cities: Avila, Segovia, Salamanca, Valladolid, Palencia, Talavera de la Reina (Toledo) and Guadarrama (Madrid).
- Workshops with kids: 208 (5.902 kids attended).
- Workshops with adults: 10 (250 people attended).
- Workshops with monitors: 3 (46 monitors attended from Madrid, Segovia, Salamanca, Santander, La Coruña, La Rioja, Orense, Asturias, Jerez de la Frontera, Valencia and Mallorca).
- Workshops with teachers: 2 (58 teachers attended from Segovia, Avila, Valladolid and Salamanca).
- Other workshops:
  - Zoo de las Aves: 500 kids attended.
  - Halloween contest with aluminium packaging: 718 kids participated.
  - Workshops in a Fair about Medieval times: 70 participants in a conference about aluminium packaging recycling.
  - Christmas contest with aluminium packaging: 500 kids participated.
ANDALUCÍA:
- TOTAL TRAINERS: 173
- TOTAL WORKSHOPS: 200
- TOTAL KIDS ATTENDING WORKSHOPS: 12,000 KIDS AND ADULTS

CATALUÑA
- TOTAL TRAINERS (VOLUNTEERS AND TEACHERS): 92
- KIDS ATTENDED WORKSHOPS: AROUND 2200 KIDS
- COMPANIES STAFF ATTENDING WORKSHOPS: 150

CASTILLA-LEÓN
- TOTAL TRAINERS (TEACHERS AND MONITORS): 1206
- TOTAL KIDS ATTENDED WORKSHOPS: 15634 KIDS IN 476 WORKSHOPS
- TOTAL ADULTS: 1212 IN 44 WORKSHOPS

MADRID:
- TOTAL TRAINERS: 15
- KIDS ATTENDED WORKSHOPS: 1200 ESTIMATED

OTHERS
Also, schools ask us about information and material to do workshops and how to download the general video. To them we recommend the best educational and support material that is available in our website. If the program is important we also send them T-shirts, hats, etc. Unfortunately, even though we ask for information and data, usually they rarely send to us.

Some of these schools are:
- IES “La Merced” de Valladolid (3 teachers and 150 students) 2015
- IES “La Merced” de Valladolid (2 teachers and 70 students). 2016
- IES Las viñas de Manilva (Málaga). Activities the Day of Recycling. 2015
- Colegio Madre de Dios (Madrid). 2014
- Colegio Juan de Valdés (Madrid). 2014
- Colegio Padre Manyanet (Madrid) 2014
- CATFA FORMACIÓN (Mejorada del Campo, Madrid) 2014
- Sagrada Familia (Burgos) 2013-2016
- Etc., etc.
MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TRAINING THE TRAINERS PROGRAM AND WORKSHOPS

In ARPAL website (www.aluminio.org) there is a section dedicated to this subject (Recursos Educativos) where volunteers, teachers and monitors can find support material for their workshops. Also, in the videos section are very useful ones for these activities.
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